
ACTIONABLE ROADMAPS

The early artifacts (i.e. Resource Allocation Plans, Acquisition Plans, Exhibit 300’s or other Business Case materials, 
etc.) of the intersection between Mission owners, IT and Program Managers are far easier to understand and discuss, 
when the overlay of an evolved, actionable Enterprise Architecture (such as the FEA) is applied. “Actionable” is the key 
word – too many Public Service entity EA’s (including the FEA) have for too long been used simply as a very highly-
abstracted standards reference, duly maintained and nominally-enforced by an Enterprise or System Architect’s office.  

Fusion PPT leverages the FEA Common Approach collaborating with the Enterprise, System and Business Architecture 
communities on completing actual “EA Roadmap” documents. These roadmaps are grounded in real cost, technical and 
functional details that are fully aligned with both contextual expectations (for example the new “Digital Government 
Strategy”) and its required roadmap deliverables as well as the rapidly increasing complexities of today’s more portable 
and transparent IT solutions. 

BEYOND COMPLIANCE

EA is not a compliance activity where the evaluation of the efficacy of an EA deployment is just a check-box exercise. 
Fusion PPT enterprise architects work to harmonize the segment architectures associated with various processes within 
federal organizations. We bring together enterprise architects as well as organizational personnel to align IT resources 
with agency goals and achieve optimal outcomes. 
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ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE
The only reliable, repeatable way to IT-driven success in your organization is 
through a well-designed enterprise architecture (EA). By matching IT strategy with 
organizational and business needs, a good EA improves your decision-making, 
adaptability to changing business needs and returns on IT assets. A well designed 
EA helps your busy IT and business executives transform data about technology 
into powerful management insights that help achieve overall mission goals. 

Fusion PPT puts its mastery of core EA approaches (TOGAF, Zachman and FEA) 
at your service. We help you quickly tailor the work of your IT team to the unique 
culture and business needs of your organization, while infusing best practices as 
appropriate. Fusion PPT works to break down stovepipes and affect change to 
drive the vision and mission of federal organizations and leverage a shared 
services strategy. 
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